
"The Quad Video Halo video footage was a key
part of our personal injury case. After providing
defense with the QVH video they agreed to settle

our client's case for $400,000.00. For that
reason, we are incorporating this technology

into our practice!"
Personal Injury Attorney

POWERFUL EVIDENCE
With the Quad Video HALO footage of the

epidural steroid injection process, the defense
counsel, the insurance adjuster, the judge and
jury all see what receiving an ESI is really like

from multiple angles.

RESULTS DRIVEN
High quality audio from the Quad Video

HALO ties all of the video angles together
and really drives home the pain and suffering

experienced by the patient during the ESI
procedure. 

Available at Pain Recovery Center of Tyler



RECORD. DOCUMENT. EDUCATE. COLLABORATE.

 Using a 1080p audio/video digital recording, the
Quad Video HALO can document an individual’s injection process following
a personal injury, minimizing the likelihood of fraudulent procedures with a

complete digital medical documentation report for litigation.

Key Features:

Video Watermarking
Add a digital signature
to each recorded video
frame to ensure its
authenticity and that
video evidence can be
admissible in court.

Reliability
With multiple failover,
redundancy and
maintenance

mechanisms builtin, you
can depend on the Quad
Video Halo during the
injection process.

HighDefinition Video
With the increased need
for higher resolution, this

intelligent video
management software
contains 1080p video
digital recording.

Available at Pain Recovery Center of Tyler



PAIN RECOVERY CENTER OF TYLER

Pain Recovery Center of Tyler now offers the Quad Video HALO Technology™ at our
practice in Tyler, Texas. Pain Recovery Center of Tyler specializes in pain management

treatment options for East Texas patients. Our treatment options utilize more than 15
safe and effective therapies to target the source of pain including spinal decompression,
injection therapy, diagnostics, physical therapy and treating injured workers. The Quad
Video HALO Technology™, designed to capture the injection process, is available at

Pain Recovery Center of Tyler.

A patient recently underwent epidural steroid injections in which the Quad Video
HALO was employed. From an educational position, the patient was able to better
understand the manner by which the procedure was performed and see the care and
attention paid by our physician. The imagery used makes the administration of the

injection procedure totally transparent. Films and videos are used in performance of
arthroscopic procedures but the difference between that technology and the Quad Video
HALO is profoundly different. From a medical position, use of such imagery allows for

critique, explanation and opinions as to the manner by which the injection was
performed, verify the accurateness of what was done and where, and provide a level of

accountability by the physician to the patient with respect to the treatment received.
 

The use of real time imagery from the legal perspective of presenting what a client
and/or patient experiences with medical treatment captured through the Quad Video

HALO is incredible. The Court and Jury can see what was done, how it was done, hear
the patient express concerns and anxiety, and the manner by which the physician relates

to the patient during the procedure. It has been said that a picture is worth a thousand
words. In a courtroom, the imagery and use of the Quad Video HALO is worth a sum
far in excess because of the education the Court and Jury will receive about the risks

and benefits of the injection procedure performed.

If you would like more information on the Quad Video HALO Technology™, please
feel free to contact the Pain Recovery Center of Tyler office at (903) 526-5000 or visit

our website at www.paincentertyler.com.


